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T1. Assure ability to park one place, then visit many places
T2. Assure many easy safe Needham Street pedestrian crossings
T3. Design Needham St to enable later large capacity expansion
T4. Actively pursue preservation of Green Line extension option
LU1. Shape zoning to assure compact pedestrian orientation in part of the corridor
LU2. Design Zoning to achieve a major increase in Corridor business development
CREATING A PEDESTRIAN-ORIENTED PORTION OF THE CORRIDOR

LU1. Shape zoning to assure compact pedestrian orientation in part of the corridor

T1. Assure ability to park one place, then visit many places

T2. Assure many easy safe Needham Street pedestrian crossings
PROMOTING SUBSTANTIAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

LU2. Design Zoning to allow a major increase in Corridor business development

T3. Design Needham St to enable later large capacity expansion
CRITICAL EFFORTS TO CONNECT

• Envisioning Needham Street
• Needham Street 25% Design
• Studies of the Old Rail Corridor
  • (Needham?)